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CAPTION AI QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE

USING CAPTION AI WITH THE BUTTERFLY iQ+ FOR CARDIAC 
ULTRASOUND

START SCANNING

1. Tap the Butterfly iQ+ App icon and login

2. Select the organization enabled with Caption AI to 
access guided cardiac scans

3. To begin scanning, tap the probe icon in the bottom 
middle of your screen 

4. Select the scanning protocol you would like to use from 
the protocol list

SETTING UP AND OPTIMIZING YOUR SCAN

SETTING UP YOUR SCAN

1. Probe Positioning Diagram: preliminary transducer placement  
(blue line depicts indicator direction)

2. Reference Image: ideal view for reference

3. Go to All Views: list of all views; options to skip views and play a 
recorded clip

OPTIMIZING YOUR SCAN

4. Prescriptive Guidance:* real-time instructions on probe move-
ments to make to improve the image (see next page)

5. Quality Meter:* bars rise as you get closer to diagnostic image 
and fall as you get farther away

CAPTURING YOUR SCAN

6. AutoCapture:* automatically records hands-free when Quality 
Meter reaches diagnostic threshold. Hold the probe in place for at 
least 2 seconds to capture.

7. Manual Record: tap button to capture manually

8. Save Best Clip:* appears after 15 seconds of scanning; 
dynamically updates & displays quality score (%) of best clip 
imaged. If quality score & image are satisfactory, tap button to 
capture and move on.

* Note: AI feature available for guided cardiac scans only
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PRESCRIPTIVE GUIDANCE AND PROBE MOVEMENT
Note: Prescriptive guidance is an AI feature only available for guided cardiac 
scans

• The yellow text and icons indicate the movements you need to 
make to reach a diagnostic image. Slowly follow guidance until it 
disappears.

• Prescriptive Guidance (PG) is more likely to appear when probe is 
steady with structures visible.

• Note: All guidance is in relation to the patient. E.g., “Slide Lateral” = 
slide towards patient’s left, within the intercostal space.

• If you slide over a rib, you may lose the image. If this happens, 
simply reestablish the image in that intercostal space.

• For rotation and angling movements (rocking & tailing), make slow, 
fine movements with the probe planted on the patient’s body.

ANGLING MOVEMENTS

Blue line depicts view’s
indicator direction

AUTOMATED EJECTION FRACTION CALCULATION
Note: AutoEF is an AI feature only available for guided cardiac scans

1. Caption Interpretation automatically calculates ejection fraction 
(EF) from PLAX, AP4, and AP2 views of sufficient quality.

2. EF can be calculated from a single apical view or multiple views. 2 
or more views are recommended for better accuracy. If a user would 
like to calculate EF from a single apical view, they will need to 
confirm on-screen that they wish to continue the calculation. A user 
cannot calculate an EF from a single PLAX view, an apical view is 
required to calculate an accurate EF measurement. 

3. EF will not be produced in cases where the software does not 
deem captured view(s) to be of sufficient quality. You will have the 
option to acquire a new image (“Record Clip Again”).
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